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Global Conference on Plastic Surgery and Therapy
Pulsus conference proud to announce our conference Global Conference on Plastic Surgery and Therapy scheduled to be held on Oct 07-08, 2020 in Madrid, Spain. It provides a premier knowledge base platform for researchers, practitioners and educators to present and discuss the foremost innovations, trends, and considerations, as well as practical challenges, encountered and solutions adopted within the field of Aging Science and Cosmetology and its connected innovative Science.

It is a global platform for business delegates, B2B conferences, poster presentations, workshops, symposia, networking and more. It will offer a platform wherein you'll be able to enormous exposure and networking by exhibiting products and services. Grab the opportunities, and share your innovative concepts, new technologies and recent researches.

Plastic Surgery and Therapy may be a distinctive discipline of medicine focused on enhancing appearance through surgical and medical techniques. Plastic Surgery and Therapy can be performed on all areas of the head, neck and body. Because treated areas function properly with aesthetic appeal, Plastic Surgery and Therapy is elective. The most important thing to remember is that the terms 'plastic surgery' and 'Plastic Surgery and Therapy' are not interchangeable. Confusion about the terms has led to public misconceptions about the two specialties. Plastic Surgery and Therapy is the "surgery of appearance." It is elective and focuses on the aesthetics of beauty.

Being a major and significant expert in this area we would like to invite you as a global Organizing Committee Members, Speakers, Keynote speakers, Young Research Forum, Sponsors and Exhibitor, etc for Plastic Surgery and Therapy 2020. Our aim is to provide an outstanding curriculum covering the entire range of analysis and innovation in and sharing the cross-society experiences of various principles and practices.

The main aim of the conference is to explore the advancements of Plastic Surgery and Therapy and its advantages. Plastic Surgery and Therapy 2020 aims to inform and help cosmetologist, Skin care providers and those in related professions advance quality and innovation in Client care. Plastic Surgery 2020 is committed to fostering education, and meaningful exchange of information and commentary to help create an environment for constructive criticism, free exchange of ideas, and earnest contribution to the field and the scientific literature. Pulsus Group expects authors to adhere to the highest standards of integrity in research, and the communication of research results and findings

Join our Plastic Surgery 2020 team in this beautiful Spain city and make this Annual meeting a great success.

"Ensure your availability for the most awaited event of 2020"

Contact us:
Website: http://plasticsurgery.pulsusconference.com/
Tel: +44 1828 827 0013
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